Overseas Missions Practicum (OMP)
General Team Application Form

Please respond to the following questions clearly and thoroughly, using a separate sheet of paper if necessary.

Name: ________________________________       Campus Box ______________

Primary email address: ________________________________

1. What degree program are you pursuing at GCTS? What year of study?

2. Please list any cross-cultural ministries in which you have already been involved.

3. Why do you want to participate in OMP?

4. For which OMP team are you interested in applying? What are your expectations of this trip (i.e. what are you hoping to do, see, and learn)?

5. What is your idea of the “ideal” overseas missions trip?

This application pertains to the main OMP internships sponsored by GCTS which are listed in the brochure.
6. Are you currently enrolled (or do you plan to enroll) in the OMP orientation class for the Spring Semester? ____ Yes  ____ No  
   Are you registered for credit or audit? _____ Credit _____ Audit  

7. List any languages (besides English) in which you are fluent or functional.  

8. Are you prepared to experience non-hygienic conditions, travel at odd hours, eat strange food, lack steady electricity, etc. for six weeks?  

9. How would you describe your own personality? What do you perceive to be your strengths? What do you perceive to be your weaknesses?  

10. How do you operate in the context of a team? What role are you most likely to play?  

11. Are you prepared to learn under a mentor who will provide guidance and direction for the best of all involved?  

Please return this application to the Wilson Center for World Missions (Box 201)